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Sizeable Problems

Shabbat Shalom.

The last time I had the privilege of speaking here at Narayever I relayed a story about

that ancient superlative boy scout, Moses.  Well, he’s back again this week.  Whereas last time

Moses played with fiery architecture, this time he confronts problems of collosal proportions.

Fear not, however, for Moses is a resourceful scout and has creative solutions even for these

monstrous problems.  But as this story is best told by Moses himself, let me invite him to speak

with you now.

Thanks, Jonathan, for that kind introduction.  Greetings, Narayeverniks, glad to be here.

So here’s my story.  This week when I began telling the Israelites our history since we

left Egypt, I got to the part about sending the spies into the Promised Land and their successful

return with positive reviews and great grapes.  I reminded the crowd of their intemperate

rejection the spies’ good news.  They said, as I recall:

"It is because Adonai hates us that God brought us out of the land of Egypt, to hand us

over to the Amorites to wipe us out.  What kind of place are we going to? Our kinsmen

have taken the heart out of us, saying, 'We saw there a people stronger and taller than we,

large cities with walls sky-high, and even Anakites.'"1

Oy.  Did this make my kishkes ache.  And I’ll tell you why.

First, the Anakites.  It’s well known the Anakites were giants.   Famous for being “strong

and tall,” the Anakites were descendents of the Nephilim, themselves a hybrid race of angels

who lusted after we mortal humans.2   Some even say that the Anakites’ necks reached the sun.3

And, yes, it was none other than the Anakites who inspired the original spies to say that

compared to them  o��vh�bh��g 
C Ubh�h �v i¬�f 
u oh º�c�d�j��F ÆUbḩ�bh �g 
c we Israelites appear like grasshoppers in our

eyes and similarly in their eyes.4

The Anakites were not, however, the only humungous people whom we found

intimidating.  As I told the Israelites this week, we also trekked through the land of the Eimim,

who were as tall as the Anakites.5  And we went by the community of the Zamzummim, a people

also as towering as the Anakites.6  Their name, it should be noted, means they were great masters

of war - yet another reason for us to tip-toe quietly by.7  All of these large people belonged to the

Repha’im, a more pervasive race of giants.8  The Repha’im were so big that just one glance at

them weakened one’s heart and, how do you say it?, made one dissemble.9

1. Deuteronomy 1:27-28.

2. Numbers 13:33; Genesis 6:1-4.

3. Bereshit Rabbah 26.7.

4. Numbers 13:33.

5. Deuteronomy 2:10.

6. Deuteronomy 2:21.

7. Bereshit Rabbah 26.7.

8. Deuteronomy 2:11, 20.

9. Bereshit Rabbah 26.7.
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In addition to encountering all these giants recently, we also engaged in battle with Og,

the king of Bashan.  Og was so huge that his bed measured more than 13 feet long by 6 feet

wide.10  As I recall from the last time I furnished my camper van, this is twice as tall as a

California King and just as wide - though probably not as soft, as his was made of iron.

One Friday evening, we arrived at the city of Edrei to make battle with rusty old Og.

When I awoke early the next morning to make preparations, I looked at the city’s wall and was

amazed.  “I cannot believe what I see!,” I cried.  “It seems that in the night they built up a new

wall around the city!”  A few hours later, though, when the early morning mist dissipated, what I

had originally thought to be an impossibility turned out to be mere fantasy.  The people of Edrei

had not built a new wall clandestinely in the night.  Rather, it was none other than Og himself

who was sitting on the city’s walls oggling us!  Og could do this, you see, because he was so big

that his legs alone were 27 feet long, or so this is what Rabbi Yochanan tells me.11

Given such hulking foes as the Anakites, the Eimim, the Zamzummim and Og himself, I

was not surprised the people understood themselves to be grasshoppers.  I was disappointed,

however, that this self-perception undermined the people’s sense of adventure and willingness to

engage in battle when so tasked.  But then again, I am not so proud as to deny that I too quaked

in the face of these enormous enemies, and it was because of my own trepidation that God spoke

specifically to me not to fear them.12  

Moreover, God reminded me what Isaiah would say about grasshoppers.  In one of his

poems of comfort, Isaiah would sing  oh·�c�d�j��F �vh�c 
J�«h 
u . �r º�t �v dUj́$k �g Æc �JH �v -  God sits on the circle of

the earth and its inhabitants are like grasshoppers.13

What was Isaiah getting at and why did God want me to remember this?  Was it to

reinforce the notion that God spans the heavens and the earth?  That there is a divine derrier

somewhere in our midst?  Or was it that from God’s higher vantage point, all people, regardless

of apparent and real stature, are like grasshoppers.  Despite our differences, we earth dwellers are

more alike than not.  No matter how much some people might loom and lurk with power or

prestige, everyone is ultimately subject to the tumultuous whims of the world.  Everyone,

including those pesky Anakites, are vulnerable mortals, despite what our emotional eyes might

perceive.

And, to prove the point further, God carefully pointed out that I had misspoken.  Though

I said e�r h��Fo̧h �t �p 
r��v r�,́�H �n »r �t 
J�b i À�J�C �v Q�k´�n dIºg$ , that only Og, the King of Bashan was all that

remained of the Repha’im, I really should have said, erhf, for like greenery, Og, the King of

Bashan is all that remains of the Repha’im.  For, in God’s view, erhftuv cag , Og is like a green

leaf, and I hence had no reason to fear him.14  Og is no more than a flimsy, whispy, pluckable,

destructable leaf.  He might look big from down here in one moment, but ultimately he too will

fall and decompose as do we all.

Isaiah and God gave me an idea.  As I mentioned earlier, the Israelites complained in

their usual hyperbolic whine o�h·�r 
m �n . �r �́t �n Ub�th �mI �v Ub º�,«t Æv�Iv
h ,³�t
b �G 
C - that it is because Adonai hates

10.Deuteronomy 3:11.

11.Devarim Rabbah 1.24.  Abba Saul once hunted a stag that fled into a thigh-bone of a dead man.  He pursued it

for three parasangs without reaching the bone’s end.  It was later established that that bone belonged to Og.  See

The Legends of the Jews, III:343-344.

12.Deuteronomy 3:2.

13.Isaiah 40:22.

14.Yalkut Shimoni, Devarim, 788.
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us that God brought us out of the land of Egypt.15  From the Israelites’ limited perspectives,

God’s redemptive intercession in our history was not an act of love but one of divine hatred.  In

some ways I understood their pathetic attitude.  But I also found it disengenuous.  They did not

fully appreciate God’s love for them.  How could I alter their attitude?  The best way, I realized,

was to adjust their altitude.  So I retorted to them: r¬�J�t��F Wh º�v«k5t v́�Iv
h ÆW�t��G
b r³�J�t �,h º�t �r r´�J�t Ær�C 
s �N �cU
:v��Z �v oI ¬e �N �v$s�g o�f�t« �C$s �g o º�T 
f�k�v r´�J�t ÆQ �r �̧S �v$k�f 
C I·b 
C$, �t Jh�t$t �¬�h - In the wilderness you saw that

Adonai your God carried you, as an adult carries a child, throughout the whole distance that you

walked until you arrived at this place.16

You see, I wanted the people not to see things from their pathetic and lowly perspective

as grasshoppers, or at least not from that vantage point alone.  Rather, they should see history

from another viewpoint, one higher up, like from God’s.  Because from God’s perspective, what

happened when we left Egypt was that God lifted us up and carried us as do adults when they

hoist small children to their shoulders.  Whereas the people saw their expulsion from the

fleshpots of Egypt as an act of divine hatred - a denigration, insult and rejection - God saw their

liberation from Egyptian slavery as an expression of divine love by which the people were

elevated, celebrated, accepted and protected.  

Note that I carefully chose my words when I said, I·b 
C$, �t Jh�t$t �¬�h r¬�J�t��F - God carried us

as an adult carries a child.  I purposefully did not say “as a mother or father carries a child.” This

is because all adults - not just parents -  loom like gargantuan towers of power to infants and

children.  We adults may not see ourselves as giants, but from the level of small children we

cannot but seem like Anakites, stretching heavenward with our necks brushing the sun.  And

don’t we all begin life like grasshoppers, crawling around in the grass and grime until, suddenly,

we spring aloft as if on wings and are swept along until the arms carrying us relocate us in a

different, safer, more interesting, spot?  In a way do we not each transmogrify and mature from

grasshopper children into Hurculean adults?  Just as caring adults sweep children onto shoulders

to traverse bumpy terrain, so God lifted and carried us high - and continues to - through

challenging topography and interesting times.

If somehow I could lift the people’s perspective to one closer to God’s, they might then

relinquish their sour attitude toward their newfound independence from Egypt.  From a higher

vantage point they might see themselves not so much as victims of Æv�Iv
h ,³�t
b �G divine hatred, but

beneficiaries of v́�Iv
h ÆW�t��G
b divine carriage, or may I say, divine care or love. 

If I could but change the people’s lowly self-perception they might come to appreciate

history, the present and the future differently.  If I could lift their spirits, I could transform their

ennervating hate for ennobling height. 

While that sounds lofty and perhaps laudable, I admit that sometimes it is not necessary

as even the lowliest and smallest of things can do wonders.  Take, for example, how that

monstrous Og met his death.  When he saw our Israelite community encamped near Edrei and it

extended three miles in circumference, he figured that he would tear up a mountain the same size

and throw it atop us.  He found such a mountain, carved it up, hoisted it to his head, and marched

toward us to hurl it upon us.  Thankfully God was paying attention this time and caused ants to

eat and perforate the mountain’s center so that it slipped from Og’s head down upon his neck,

like a huge stiff collar.  When Og attempted to shake it off, his teeth pushed out and penetrated

the mountainous collar so that it could not be removed from his head no matter how hard he

15.Deuteronomy 1:27.

16.Deuteronomy 1:31.
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convulsed.17  Trapped in his own yoke, Og was ready for slaughter.

But before I get to the bitter end of Og’s demise, let me stress my point.  Ants.  It was

none other than ants that trapped this giant.  While Goliath had his David, Og had his ants.

Sometimes only one small fry is needed to topple a mountainous foe, and sometimes a whole

swarm is necessary.  Either way, we who might be lesser than the challenges confronting us may

in fact be sufficiently powerful to succeed.  All that may be required is some creative thinking

about how best to achieve what needs achieving, that and a bit of energetic flexibility.

Let me illustrate - and I’ll try to be modest.  Even though Og towered above me, I am no

meager shrimp myself.  According to the Talmudic doctors, I measure in at 15 feet tall.  So what

did I do when Og was standing there with a mountain encasing his head?  I grabbed a 15-foot tall

ax and - now picture this, like a teenage mutant ninja turtle - or like a grasshopper, whichever - I

leapt into the air fifteen feet and swung the ax at Og’s ankle.  This blow to his Achille’s heel is

what ultimately brought Og down to his knees and ended his detestable life.18   I ask you, who

needs video games when such amazing feats are readily available in the midrash?  But I digress...

So what can we learn from the Israelite’s fears of facing enormous foes?  I think what

I’m trying to say this week is that things may not be as they appear and do not necessarily

warrant all the worry we throw at them.  A giant we see may be an illusion in the wee hours of a

new challenge.  Patience may let truths reveal themselves with greater accuracy and an

unbelievably massive problem may shrink to be merely an annoyingly big one.  What we discern

as an act of rejection may in fact be an expression of affection.  Learning to look at the world

from not just any perspective but from God’s may reveal sincerity previously underappreciated.

What seems insurmountable may in fact be a mountain awaiting our ascent.  A touch of

creativity and energy may be sufficient to summit a persistent obstacle.

Now, let it be known that I have no delusions that patience, perspectives and theatrical

leaps of faith solved all of Israel’s giant problems much less their incessant whining.  But I do

suggest they can mitigate feelings of inadequacy, transform skepticism into optimism, and help

one grasp the unbelievable.

From the looks of it, you folks here have your own giant problems - from Fordism here to

affording escalating debt down there, from heat waves to cooling economies everywhere.  Yup,

you have your work cut out for you.  I wish you well.

Thanks for listening to my story.  Here’s Jonathan.

Moses, much obliged for you sharing your thoughts this week with us.  We at Narayever

look forward to hearing your review of the 10 Commandments next week.

Shabbat Shalom, folks.

17.BT Berachot 54b.

18.BT Berachot 54b.
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